TRAP GUARD WOOD FLOOR HUB/FLOOR DRAIN

CAN BE USED WITH OR WITHOUT GYPCRETE FLOORS

STRAINER IS OPTIONAL - CAN BE RECESSED IN HUB OR FLUSH FOR FLOOR DRAIN

PITCH GYPCRETE FLOOR TO THE DRAIN

MOUNT FLANGE FROM THE TOP WITH GYPCRETE FROM THE BOTTOM WITHOUT
USE T-3SO STRAINER WHEN DISCHARGING A RELIEF VALVE INTO THE HUB DRAIN

IMPORTANT NOTES:

1. Drill a 4” hole through the wood floor at the desired location for the drain body insertion.
2. Use caulking under or on top of the mounting flange to waterproof the drain to the floor.
3. Secure the drain flange from the top side when gypcrete topping is used, from the bottom when not.
4. The drain can be used as a hub-drain and a floor drain using the optional chrome strainer with the
   strainer either can be recessed for a hub drain or flush fitted for a floor drain.

   Part Number for Hub Drain only is: TG23FHD or TG24FHD
   Part Number for Hub Drain with a recessed striner is: TG23FHDRS or TG24FHDRS
   Part Number for Floor Drain with a flush strainer is: TG23FHDS or TG24FHDS

GIVE DEPTH OF THE GYPCRETE FLOOR WHEN ORDERING ANY OF THE ABOVE PARTS

Not to be used on waxed or grease-laden floors.

Note: Care should be taken not to touch the flexible material with the primer or solvent cement.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

The Trap Guard device should be inspected periodically for build up of any type of debris.
The device should then be flushed out thoroughly with clear warm water.